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Pillars of My Faith

DISCOVERING A
RICH TRADITION
By John T. Kesler

I

HAVE TAKEN A LONG AND TUMULTUOUS PATH IN
uncovering the depth and richness of the Mormon tradition. It is a journey I cherish. I share in the hope of
lighting the way for others who are groping along in their own
particular paths.
After attending an Episcopal church in Salt Lake City until
about age twelve, I returned home one day after witnessing a
particularly virulent anti-Mormon outburst in a Sunday school
class and told my parents that I didn’t want to go to church
anymore. My parents, who were secular in orientation, didn’t
seem to care much about my reasons: they simply said that
would be okay. Regarding religion, their common denominator was that the Mormon Church was not a good institution.
My mother’s father, from Norway, had moved to Salt Lake
City with his French-Canadian wife and had promptly been
swindled by some Mormon businessmen. My father’s mother,
the daughter and sister of Church presidents, had been taken
advantage of in a business transaction by a general authority
she had trusted. Her brother, Joseph Fielding Smith, had said,
“Sorry, can’t do anything about it,” leaving her as a now considerably impoverished widow to raise her five kids on her
own, too awed and obedient to sue a general authority. When
an orphaned teenager, my father’s grandmother had been
forced by her uncle, Parley P. Pratt, in whose home she had
taken shelter as an orphan, into an abusive—even tragic—
polygamous marriage. But despite all this, my father was about
the only one in his family who had walked away from
Mormonism, although he did reconnect with the Church
shortly before his death.
Some years later, when I learned of this history of Churchrelated abuse in my family, I wondered why anyone would
JOHN T. KESLER is an attorney and executive director of the Salt Lake Center for Engaging Community. An earlier version of this essay was given as part of
the “Pillars of My Faith” session at the 2007 Salt Lake
Sunstone Symposium (audio file SL07291).
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want to be involved in such an abusive organization with so
many dishonest people and weird beliefs. I wondered why my
mother’s family would stay in Salt Lake City when they viewed
the Mormons so negatively, and why most of my father’s family
would stay connected to the Church when family members
had experienced such multi-generational abuse.
Most of my friends growing up in Salt Lake City were
Mormons, which naturally led me to wonder from time to
time if I might eventually join the Church, but by high school,
I had become an agnostic, somewhat obsessed by my sense
(which no one else I knew seemed to be aware of) that our perception of the world is largely a function of our cultural contexts and unconscious drives. By junior high, I had convinced
the advanced placement science teacher to teach me the scientific foundations of these perspectives, and, among other
things, I went to the state science fair finals with a project on
optical illusions and became a hypnotist at parties—both for
the fun of it and to explore the hidden dynamics of the mind.
In the mid-1960s, I attended Stanford University as a
freshman. I was then one of the best high school swimmers in
the country, and my plan was to become a research scientist
while also swimming on a national and perhaps international
level. Instead, when I encountered the first intimations of the
cultural revolution, I decided that I wanted to become an
agent for societal change. And even though I was progressing
well in my sport, the idea of swimming back and forth in a
pool of water trying to go faster than someone else became so
absurd that I decided to walk away from a team that took the
national championship the next year. My parents were completely stunned when I arrived home that summer and told
them that I was abandoning Stanford, couldn’t care less about
swimming, and wanted to be a social activist.
Before this decision to be an activist, I had hardly even
joined a committee or spoken to a group, so I felt I needed to
get my start in a small pond to learn communication and leadership skills. So I decided to enroll at the University of Utah.
After a quick inquiry, I found out that even though I would
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have to sit out a year due to transfer requirements of intercollegiate athletics, the U was willing to give me a full-ride swimming scholarship from the day I walked in the door. So, even
though my passion for swimming had disappeared, I decided
to swim to cover college costs. Three years later, I was student
body president at the
university and involved nationally in a
number of social
change endeavors. But
more important to me
then was that, by the
time I graduated, I had
faced up to the fact
that I was no longer an
agnostic but a fullblown atheist.
Upon graduation, I
elected to take a fellowship to do graduate
study in political philosophy for a year at
the University of
Hamburg.
Perhaps
more than anything
else about that opportunity, I was attracted
to the totally independent and unstructured
nature of the program.
Not only could I design my own course of
study, but I would
have a great deal of
time to penetrate
deeper into my own
beliefs and sensibilities. I intuited that the
deeper I went into myself, the more I would
be able to sense some
deeper reality. Since I
had no belief in a God
“out there,” I wanted
to know what was “in
here.” Facing up to my
atheism and deciding to keep pursuing greater understanding
of my own consciousness formed my first explicit commitment to a quest for spiritual authenticity.
Even though I drank some beer with my new German student acquaintances, I spent almost all of my free time alone in
my empty room for nine months with one goal in mind: to
question everything that I knew and had ever known, to see if
there were something underneath it all, some deeper reality. I
spent endless hours, it seemed, deliberately casting aside every
unexamined assumption and even observing and exploring
OCTOBER 2008
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the filters of my own mind.
Before long, I was in the middle of a process that I don’t
think I could have stopped if I had wanted to. It was like
falling into a dark hole where every marker of a known reality
had disappeared. I stopped eating much; my hair began falling
out. Physically, I became a shadow of my
former self. For a day
or two some months
into the process, I
don’t think it would be
wrong to say that I had
gone mad. Then one
day, in some inexplicable way, I hit bottom.
I had cleared everything away, all my preconceptions and filters. I had cleared
away thought and
logic. And I found that
something was there.
The best way I can describe it is as a physical
resonance, as if I were
connected to a sort of
tuning fork that allowed me to feel or
listen deeply to a situation. It was a sensibility that one might
call intuition—or, in
other words, an aweinspiring sensory connection with everything.
From that moment
on, meditation became
more valuable to me.
Because
meditative
practices focus on the
interior arena where I
find the most complete
connection with everything external, I was
sometimes able to
achieve an experience of complete unity. I began to realize that
this interior quest was actually a spiritual quest, but still one
that involved no sense of deity.
WILLIAM BLAKE
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FEW YEARS later, I ended up attending Columbia
Law School. By then, I had decided that I needed to
take another move into deeper awareness and spiritual
authenticity. I had begun to sense that even though the experience of intuition I had reached in Germany, and the meditative
mysticism I was practicing as a result, had provided a source of
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guidance, comfort, and, frankly, power, I could feel my psyche
destabilizing, opening to something even deeper. I could tell
that I needed to descend farther, and I sensed that I would be
moving into another intense period of searching and deepening.
I moved into an apartment in Harlem far from where I
would likely run into other law students. With my spare time,
I meditated and pored over philosophical and religious texts.
But mostly I meditated— never thinking about the possibility
that a sense of God would ever be a part of my spiritual search.
As the framework of my consciousness began to unhinge, I
pretty much lost my ability to sleep at night. I would drink
Gallo wine to knock myself out late at night and coffee during
the day to stay awake. I felt
that I was walking around in a
dream. I would retreat to my
apartment to engage in what
seemed like a life-and-death
struggle to settle into some
deeper reality, for the reality
that I was familiar with was
dissolving.
While I lived in New York,
some Latter-day Saint friends
of mine urged me to look into
Mormonism. I scoffed initially,
but because the heritage of my
family was so deeply intertwined with the history of the
Church, I decided I might
learn something, even if it was just a cultural refinement lesson. It seemed absurd,
though, to pray to a God I couldn’t conceive of about things I didn’t believe.
After nearly a year of tentative inquiry in
the midst of ongoing meditation, prayer,
and searching, I felt I had to reach a conclusion about Mormonism. Intellectually I thought that there
was no way I was going to join this church, but I was undeniably moved by the spiritual resonances I was feeling. So I
began meditating, contemplating, and praying in earnest until
a week came and went when I was doing little else. Then one
night, while deeply engaged in prayer, I felt smothered in an
all-embracing darkness. I felt as though I was going to be destroyed. In the midst of this darkness, my soul cried out for the
God I had doubted. Almost immediately, I was engulfed in a
sea of light. I could suddenly see the Book of Mormon not in
terms of its stories but of its spiritual field. Instantaneously, I
experienced its resonances and the patterns underlying it. I experienced an alignment with its spiritual field and felt the presence of the Spirit and of God. I also knew through a very
subtle whispering that I was supposed to contact my grandmother’s brother, Joseph Fielding Smith, who was then president of the Church. I got the specific sense that I must do so
right away because he was going to die soon.
The next morning, I got up and wrote my great-uncle
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Joseph a letter, telling him that I was joining the Church and
had been directed to see him before he died. I pushed that
letter to the back of my desk and let it sit for a few weeks.
During that period, I wondered endlessly about whether I had
fallen prey to what I so much wanted to avoid: making a commitment to a faith based on a desperate need to believe in
something rather than simply staying open to ever deepening
awareness. This concern was intensified especially because the
commitment I was considering related to an institution that
had abused my family. Nevertheless, I finally decided to go
ahead and be baptized even though I could not accept the literalness of many aspects of the faith. I had gotten to the point
of looking beyond concepts to trusting in deeper resonances,
and on that deeper level, all systems were go. So I dropped
the letter to my uncle Joseph in the mail and was baptized the
next time I was in Salt Lake City.
A few weeks after my baptism, I visited the prophet at his
home. Even though we had never met, he welcomed me
warmly. He was extremely frail. He listened to my doubts
about the literalness of the Church’s truth claims. Although
weak, he was lucid. He smiled and gently told me the following: Who I am is more important than what I precisely
believe, and what I manifest based on who I am demonstrates
my actual belief. He counseled me that if I exercised faith and
aligned myself with the Spirit, the truths I needed to know
would manifest themselves in the way I needed to know
them, that they would settle in me and bring me peace and
joy. He encouraged me to be godly in all that I did, to walk
humbly before God, to love
wisely by and through the
Spirit, and to do my best to
bless the lives of others.
I certainly had no comeback to any of that. He died
the next day, and I committed
myself to follow his counsel as
best I could.
Perhaps because I had been such an unusual prodigal son
with a dramatic conversion experience (not to mention that
my uncle was a prophet) I soon experienced something like
being “on a roll” in the Church. In a room of the Temple
Square Visitors’ Center, one could hear my recorded voice recounting the revelatory experiences that had led me to join the
Church. Just a few years after my baptism, I was called to be a
bishop of a student ward at the University of Utah. I was regularly called out of the audience at stake conferences to bear my
testimony or spontaneously comment on some gospel topic.
Having been an atheist only a few years before, the whole situation seemed very surreal to me.

In the midst of this darkness,
my soul cried out for the
God I had doubted.
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UT OF THE blue a few years later, when I was still in
my thirties, came an offer to become the Church’s regional general counsel for Great Britain, Eastern and
Western Europe, and Africa. So my wife, Colleen, and I and
our two young children moved to Frankfurt, Germany. I
agreed to a three-year contract and hoped that it might lead to
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a career with the Church that would enable me to help make a
favorable global impact for a organization to which I had decided to dedicate my life.
During my time abroad, I was very impressed by Joseph
Wirthlin, the area president. Much like the way I felt in the
presence of Neal Maxwell, the one other general authority I
had gotten to know well (beginning when he’d been my professor at the University of Utah), when I was with President
Wirthlin, no one was there but me. By that I mean that despite
his having a distinct and powerful personality, he had no ego,
no personal agenda. He didn’t dwell on the past or the future,
only what would be the wise and compassionate thing to do in
the moment. He didn’t seem to have what I would call quickness of mind, but his judgment and decisions were amazingly
wise, even prescient. He was a person deeply aligned with the
Spirit. For me, he was proof that committed, life-long spiritual
practice does transform one into a being of a higher nature,
with deeper awareness and broader and wiser capacities for
caring.
About a year into the job, I became increasingly aware that,
even after being in most Western European countries for
decades, the Church had not complied with many rules and
regulations, and some of its representatives were even behaving illegally at times. I learned that the Church’s chief auditor was thinking about
developing a legal and riskcompliance audit. I contacted him and suggested
that one of the Western
European countries be one
of the study’s pilot areas.
He agreed, and Portugal
was selected. I helped design the audit instrument,
feeling that this tool could
really help the Church turn
a corner and move into becoming a mature and legally responsible organization in all its affairs.
The Church’s general counsel flew to Frankfurt, and together we traveled to Portugal to review the audit results. We
found undeniable and widespread illegality in the way the
Church and its representatives were functioning. Generally
speaking, though, it was a matter of people not bothering to
follow the rules, rather than actually trying to do something
dishonest.
A month went by, and nothing apparent happened to start
bringing the Church into alignment, so I called the Church auditor to see what was going on. He said the general counsel
had shut down the auditing program. The auditor had appealed to the top of the Church hierarchy but had lost the
battle. I appealed through my own channels to the general
counsel’s office and was told to abandon this course of action
and to allow everything to go on as before, even in Portugal. I
appealed to President Wirthlin. He commiserated but said that
some things take time. He expressed his appreciation for my
trying to get the ball rolling and said he was sure that, in the
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long run, things would begin to move in the direction I was
urging.
Even though Elder Wirthlin was the ecclesiastical and administrative head of this area, I reported professionally to the
general counsel’s office in Salt Lake City. I didn’t feel that I
could in good faith preside over systemic illegality that I could
not at least attempt to correct. This was a huge moment for me
because both Elder Maxwell and President Wirthlin were encouraging me to stay with the Church professionally for the
long haul. Nevertheless, after much agonizing, I asked the general counsel’s office to find a replacement and went back to Salt
Lake City nearly a year before the expiration of my contract.
The Church hierarchy viewed this as a desertion of my post. I
was brokenhearted but felt that to do anything different would
destroy my integrity. As the years went by, I did hear that the
problems I had been concerned about did get addressed adequately.

N

O ONE SAW me
smile much for the
next few years. I
was literally in mourning. I
was now personally living the
paradox of my family heritage, agonized because of the
Church and yet staying connected to it. I told no one who wasn’t intimately involved in my decision why I
came home. My trust in human nature—
even the human natures of those high in
the Church—had taken a blow, and I
never wanted to work for the Church
again. Nevertheless, my spiritual practice
in the Church was not shaken. It was
within that institution that I had learned
to live by and through the Spirit. It made my life—and for the
most part, the lives of those around me—better, happier, and
more productive. I was pleased to be called as a Scoutmaster
and happily tromped around the woods for the next several
years with my son and other boys. At that time, nothing was
more satisfying to me than working with boys and spending a
lot of time in nature praying, contemplating, meditating, and
pursuing my mystical bent.
About five years later, some significant aspects of my life
came crashing down around me all at the same time. One element was financial. I had to sell everything I owned, including
my house, and cash in my retirement savings to cover debts
created by a company I had briefly chaired at the request of a
client before it collapsed. The other principals had either declared bankruptcy or vanished. I decided to try to make things
right with every creditor. But even after exhausting all my resources, I still owed hundreds of thousands of dollars. After
about a year, I was able to get my family into a house again and
begin a ten-year process of paying those debts, as well as
building and selling homes with my wife managing it all, while

He counseled me that if I exercised
faith and aligned myself with the
Spirit, the truths I needed to know
would manifest themselves in the
way I needed to know them.
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MYSTICAL STATES AND MORMONISM
MY EXPERIENCES WITH different mystical states came about naturally, as I
simply followed where my deepening awareness took me. Only much later,
when I became a student of mysticism, did I recognize that the progressions I’d
undergone were in line with a well-trodden path frequently described in the
mystical literature.
Nature mysticism. When in Germany, I experienced complete unity between what is interior and what is exterior,
between myself and all things. I later learned that this very
sensory, physical sense of unity, and the practices which access it, are referred to as nature (or physical or psychic)
mysticism. This state has a Mormon corollary in the notion of “prophecy”—that
ultimately things have no barriers of space or time, that one can bring the past
and future into the present.
Deity mysticism. From further study, I learned that my experiences in Harlem involving engulfing darkness, bright
light, subtle sounds, and revelatory feedback are termed in
spiritual traditions as fruits of deity (or subtle, or relational)
mysticism. And, as in my case, in the developmental pattern of mystical experience, deity mysticism tends to emerge after nature mysticism. My meditation and prayers ever since have in part cultivated this type of
communing revelatory mysticism, which is also central in the Mormon tradition.
Awareness mysticism. The state of witnessing, and merging
with all that I witnessed that I began to experience as I
emerged from my decade of high stress, is called in the
major traditions awareness (or causal) mysticism. Again, as
in my journey, this state tends to arise after nature and
deity mysticism have both emerged and stabilized. This mysticism emphasizes
being absolutely one. One becomes an egoless witness or seer who sees things
more as they really are without the filter of the ego. In Mormonism, we tend to
see the role of the seer as an exalted office to which one is called, but it also relates to a core modality of mysticism and attainment of nirvanic peace to which
more Latter-day Saints might explicitly aspire if we had practices to support it.
Non-dual awareness. In mystical training and progression,
stabilizing and becoming deeply familiar with the nondual state is the arena of final achievement. It follows after
nature, deity, and awareness mysticism. So far, I do not see
any practices in the Mormon tradition which open one to
the non-dual experience.
Besides these “states” of consciousness and human developmental “stages,”
my meditation and awareness practice—integral thematic practice (ITP)—integrates the following elements: ascending (moving from many to one); descending (moving from one to many); tantric embrace and the integration of ascending/descending, transcendent/relative, universal/unique self, and
male/female; working with pervasive polarities (i.e., there is opposition in all
things); and working with shadow and certain pervasive core themes. ITP
emerged directly out of the incredibly comprehensive Mormon spiritual field,
and is one of few practices that integrate Eastern and Western perspectives.
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I worked at my law practice. All I can say
is that my wife is a saint.
I was in a very stressful situation for a
long, long time. I felt disgraced. I had to
drag my family from house, to apartment,
to basement, to house. Any foundation
for male pride, professional success, or
sense that I was taking good care of my
family had pretty much collapsed. My
hope of being the agent of some kind of
major societal change during my prime
years was gone. To survive psychologically, I knew it was imperative that I live
only in the moment: getting up every day
and doing what was before me.
In the midst of the trauma and hassles,
I began to notice that sometimes I was
watching myself go through all the motions. It was like being a spectator at a
movie: the physical me was just one of
the actors in the film I was watching. I
would watch myself work, talk, and even
think. In other words, there was an “I”
that was deeper than the “I” that I
thought I was. This “I” was an identity related to pure witnessing.
This new aspect or level of consciousness phased in over many years. During
times of prayer and meditation, I would
sometimes experience a cessation of anything in my field of awareness and yet be
awake, which was a new experience related to this state of witnessing. This
causal awareness yielded access to an indescribable state of calm and peace that I
could maintain even amid chaos.
During this period, I began to seriously explore and better understand the
full spectrum of developmental aspects in
human life and growth processes. I came
to recognize that despite the Church’s
commitment to life-long development toward godliness, the median developmental center of gravity of adults in the
Church was not exceptionally high. I
began to feel somewhat alienated from
the Church due to the feeling that there
were neither sufficient practices nor flexibility to aid people in moving to the
higher reaches of their potential. I remained “active,” but because we moved
around every year or so for a decade, very
few members picked up on my deepening feelings of alienation. Nevertheless,
I continued to drink even more deeply
from the well of worship and meditation
OCTOBER 2008
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and walk what one might call a Mormon mystical path.
Meanwhile, a totally unexpected development related to my
spiritual integration occurred. Genpo Roshi, one of the most
influential leaders of Zen Buddhism in the West and head of
the largest Zen lineage headquartered outside Japan, developed a remarkable dialogue-based process to facilitate people
into a “Big Mind” state. “Big
Mind” is one of many terms
used to identify the state described in several Eastern
traditions as “enlightenment.” Big Mind is a state of
consciousness that I was
somewhat familiar with
through some reading I had
done. As I had read a fair
amount about Zen over the
years, I thought I had a basic
understanding of the Zen
outlook. But I really didn’t
get it: one has to experience
Big Mind to do so.
I had found no organized
practice in the Mormon tradition, or anywhere else at
that point, which had
opened me up to the nondual or Big Mind experience.
Within a few months of
when Genpo Roshi first
began teaching his “big mind
process,” I wandered into a
breakout session of a conference I was attending for mediators (not meditators), in
which he facilitated a
demonstration of the process. I found myself experiencing that Big Mind state so powerfully that
for nearly two weeks afterward, I could barely
function, as I pretty much remained in Big Mind
around the clock.
I have studied and practiced the Big Mind
process (explicitly as a non-Buddhist) and other
supportive practices ever since. After four years of
teaching and training hundreds, perhaps thousands, of others
in this process around the world, Genpo Roshi had certified
only four people to lead large-group Big Mind facilitations: two
abbots of Zen monasteries, a female Buddhist priest who has
since received transmission as a Zen teacher, and me. After
practicing deeply in Big Mind and immersing myself in transcendent states accessed “on the other side of Big Mind,” (as I
call it) I found myself able to fully re-engage in the Church
with no reservations whatsoever. The paradox had evaporated
into some kind of unity. My energy literally changed, and
during the past decade, I have served on a high council and in
a couple of bishoprics.
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CONCLUSIONS

S

O, GIVEN MY many adventures in experiencing and
mapping various levels of consciousness to me the
particular riches of the Mormon tradition, in addition to its specific truth
claims, consist of the following:
First are the depth and
authenticity of Mormonism’s
spiritual field. That field as I
encountered it in a dingy
apartment in Harlem in the
early 1970s, is deep and
rich—and, as far as I can
tell, unlimited. It invites
each of us to explore and
deepen in the wisdom, compassion, and presence of the
Spirit. It enables each of us
to become, in our own contexts, prophets, revelators,
and seers and to advance in
multi-dimensional ways toward godliness. It includes
ascending practices that lead
us to come closer to God, to
become one with God, and
ultimately to become a God.
Our tradition also includes
an emphasis on descent:
moving from wisdom, to
compassion, to presence
and engagement in the
world. We are potentially conduits for postegoic expressions of
Spirit, mirrors which
potentially have the capacity to reflect divine
discernment, compassion, and service.
The more deeply I
have explored and experienced the Mormon spiritual field,
the richer and more profound it has become. It constitutes
the patterns, energies, and resonances with which I experience everything. It is who I am. It transcends my personal
paradoxes. This field also includes causal and non-dual
resonances, which I am committed to sharing and
spreading in the Mormon community and the world. I believe the expanse of this spiritual field, experienced
through the restored gospel and the institution of the
Church, is richer and deeper and than any other Christian
or non-Christian spiritual tradition I have examined, and I
have studied all the major ones and many others.

The more deeply I have explored
and experienced the Mormon
spiritual field, the richer and more
profound it has become.
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Second is that the gospel is open to all truth everywhere. As
Joseph Smith taught, truth is circumscribed into one great
whole, which implies that every perspective is partial. Every
additional perspective and understanding adds to an appreciation of the whole, even as the whole is ultimately unknowable
by any cognitive capacity. Each new facet that I peer through is
so exciting to me, and in the end, with the aid of the Spirit,
each facet also tends to confirm and further my deepening
within, and integration with, the Mormon spiritual field. My
faith is that the restored gospel is not a container of beliefs and
dogmas but an invitation to be open to truth and complementary practices wherever we can find them. The Church’s commitment to an open canon gives its members the ability to
benefit from the wisdom of other traditions. For instance, I
look to my great-great-grandfather Joseph F. Smith, who
President Hinckley suggested had a deeper grasp of the restored gospel than anyone except Joseph Smith. President
Smith said:
We believe in all truth, no matter to what subject it
may refer. No sect or religious denomination in the
world possesses a single principle of truth that we do
not accept or that we will reject. We are willing to receive all truth, from whatever source it may come.
(Joseph F. Smith, Gospel Doctrine [Salt Lake City: The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1919], 1)
In this context, I hope to continue my spiritual practice and
act as a catalyst in the Church to deepen this openness and
passion for seeking truth wherever it may be found. I believe
we can always find some deeper integration of diverse but partial perspectives and that the Spirit will guide us toward
sensing that greater complexity. I have faith that we will find
the simple truths of the gospel on the other side of that complexity and thereby appreciate them more deeply.
Third is that the restored gospel is ultimately about growth,
development, and integration into godliness, even into
Godhood. It is about physical, emotional, moral, mental, or
spiritual development. It is about evidencing such growth by
losing one’s self in service in the world. It is about optimizing
one’s capacities for godliness through the higher spiritual accomplishment that results from husband and wife “becoming
one.” The restored gospel contains unparalleled richness and
depth. I believe that to the extent we adopt more practices in
the Mormon tradition that help each of us move along the developmental track toward godliness in the multi-dimensional
ways to which the Savior has invited us, Mormons will emerge
as leaders in global human rights and environmental justice.
We will also engage civicly in ways that will positively transform the quality of family and community life across the
world. In any case, I plan to spend the rest of my life working
toward that end.
So to supplement my spiritual practice in the Church, I
have adapted the Big Mind process with some of the patterns
and resonances of the Mormon spiritual field, and I am beginning to share it broadly. I do not represent it as a substitute for
any belief in the gospel or practice in the Church but merely as
one complementary approach to deepening in awareness, perPAGE 34
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sonal integration, and spiritual sensitivity. I am beginning to
share this practice broadly with the Mormon community and
with others.
Within these contexts, I feel blessed to be actively involved
in the Church. I have also developed a passion for fully empathizing with the challenges of those who are struggling in
the Church. I urge them to consider plunging deeply into the
mystical experience at the depths of our Mormon spiritual
field, to continue to be open to all truths, and to continue on
the path of godliness to which the Savior has called each one of
us. I suggest that it may very well lead to a transcendent realization beyond the polarities, paradoxes, and, perhaps, even
agonies they are experiencing.
It is also in this context that I can say that it is my testimony
that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God, that the Savior would
have each of us become one with him in every sense of that
word, becoming priests and priestesses and—like our Mother
and Father in heaven—gods and goddesses. It is my testimony
that President Monson is a prophet, revelator, and seer for the
world.
I offer these words in the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
NOTE: John invites readers to learn more about how his integral thematic
practice might be a complement to a spiritual life within Mormonism by
contacting him at j_kesler@woodburycorp.com. John currently carries out
most of his societal work through his non-profit foundation, the Salt Lake
Center for Engaging Community, which explores and mentors best practices for community flourishing in a global environment.

POLAR AUBADE
Like a child hovering in a doorway,
the sunlight triumphant over snow,
the ice-dangled evergreens, a puzzle
of cold and clear, the epoch of winter.
The moment of first light begins
with a band of blue, the red and orange,
then the imminent rose of midsummer
flowers, how they vie for brightness,
cool open air, the object of their hunger.
And there in the waves of wild chill
and sunlight stirring across the white dunes,
a sound, a voice like the wind breathing
the clear soprano of theology, a promise
that God exists, is here in new-born light,
these caps of snow, the crystalline knives
hanging fat from gutters, how they prism
into rainbows as big as cathedrals, the world.
—RYAN G. VAN CLEAVE
OCTOBER 2008

